HIGHLIGHTS INCLUDE: 1975 International Harvester 1466 2wd tractor, 6,216 hours, SN 2650129U027111; Case-IH 496 24’ disc; International Harvester 800 4 row 36” planter; Glencoe 11’ 9 shank disc chisel; Glencoe 4 row 36” 3-pt. cultivator; Kewanee 14’ culti-mulcher; International Harvester 720 5 bottom plow, SN 50000U002401; George White & Sons “Super Double Blizzard” 90891 8½’ 3-pt. snowblower, SN 89197369; 300 gal. pull type sprayer; Henderson Chief 6’ x 14’ hyd. hog cart; Helix “Convey-O-Matic” 100 auger wagon; 1,000 gal. L.P. tank on NH3 type gear; 24’ 4 section harrow w/ evener; 3 section harrow on cart; 7’ pull type sickle bar mower; 6’ 3-pt. blade; Parker 505 gravity wagon, SN B28490146; Parker 505 gravity wagon, SN B26440111; Parker 2600 gravity wagon; Hutchinson 8” x 32’ truck auger, SN 948937; Farm Fans AB-8B LP automatic grain dryer, SN 4-8125; 750 bu. portable wet holding bin; 5’ x 11’ wooden barge box on gear w/ IHC endgate seeder; (2) screw-in portable electric grain aerators; 1994 Chevrolet 1500 4wd pickup, 225,605 miles, VIN 2GCEK19K2R1301350; Polaris “Sportsman” 500HO ATV; 6’ x 16’ steel livestock trailer; 6’ x 10’ skid loader trailer; 2009 Kymco Agility 50 sport style scooter; Vintage Scorpion Super Stinger 400 snowmobile, hasn’t ran in a while; Large selection of shop tools and other farm related items!!
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